JAZZ ENSEMBLE #1 – SP 2021
TTh 11am to 12:15pm
OAT
Bill Yeager, Director

Music 389 Sec 01 Sched # 22563 – W. Yeager
Music 589 Sec 01 Sched # 22600 – W. Yeager

Saxophones
A1 Charlie Arbeláez
A2 Jabari Hutchins
T1 Christopher Hollyday
T2 Richard Aubert IV
B Michelle Maynard

Trumpets
1 Billy Edwall
2 Michelle Hoo
3 Jordan Beck
4 Felix Gonzales
5 Joseph Mejia (R)

Trombones
1 Alec Candib
2 Adrian Magana

Rhythm
Vibes Chris Potente
Guitar Rudy Marquez
Piano Hindy Bare
Bass Brendan Beck
Drums David Sullivan

(R) Remote Only